SAMPLE PARISH TIMETABLES
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Activities
Planning Meetings with Pastor, Chair and Staff
Regional Diocesan Kickoff Meetings
Parish roster updating completed
Chair and Secretary recruited
Local parish Case Statement written
Program letters written and finalized
Segment parishioner giving list
Leadership Team Meeting
Team Captain recruitment initiated
Initial Campaign Bulletin and Announcement #1
Leadership Team Meeting or Team Captain Training
Team Captain recruitment continued
Bulletin/Pulpit announcements #2
Team Captains Training Meeting
Advocate recruitment initiated
Announcement Letter is mailed with brochure
Bulletin/Pulpit announcements #3
Advocate recruitment continues
Bulletin/Pulpit announcements #4
Request Letter is mailed with commitment form
Lay Witness Presentation
Advocate Training meeting
Pre-Commitment Weekend phone calls by Advocates
Bulletin Write-up #5
Stewardship Homily
Pre-Commitment Weekend phone calls by Advocates
Bulletin Write-up #6
Commitment Weekend
Advocate Follow-up Meeting
Post-Commitment Weekend phone calls by Advocates
Bulletin Write-up #7
Tracking Week #1
Follow-up Commitment Weekend conducted
Thank You Letters mailed
Final local follow-up meeting
Bulletin/Pulpit announcements #8
Tracking Week #2
Thank You Letters mailed
Non-Respondent Letters mailed
Bulletin/Pulpit announcements
Tracking Week #3
Thank You Letters mailed
Bulletin/Pulpit announcements #9
Tracking Week #4
Final Report & Renewal Guide Presented
Bulletin announcements #10
Ongoing stewardship announcements and bulletin materials
Annual Renewal of Commitments in Fall
Frequent tracking and reporting

WHAT TO EXPECT – PLANNING PHASE
Fall 2010 Schedule:
Flight One: August 30th through November 7th
Flight Two: October 3rd through December 12th

Preparation:
In order for the program to be successful, detailed preparation will be needed several months prior
to the program start date. The majority of the Pastor’s and Chair’s work will take place 4-6 weeks
prior to Week 1 of the public program. The Program Director (CCS counsel) will be in contact with
the pastor, parish secretary and Chairperson several times a week during this timeframe to ensure
the process runs smoothly and to provide hands on assistance when needed. Some parishes may
begin the preparation process in May or June to avoid summer scheduling conflicts.
Once the active program begins, the Pastor’s role will be limited to attending volunteer meetings
and speaking from the pulpit about the program. The Chair will help manage the volunteers during
the active program as well as provide a Lay Witness during Mass and chair volunteer meetings.

Leadership recruitment is the top priority.
Pastors are encouraged to recruit a Chairperson who can help with the recruiting process. This
Chair should be identified prior to the summer. The Pastor and the Chair will spend several
weeks recruiting 5-15 Team Captains (depending on parish size) in time for the first meeting of the
program, which will be the beginning of September or the beginning of October depending on the
parish’s Flight placement.
Recruiting an organized Program Secretary will also help reduce much of the workload during the
program as he or she will take charge of the coordinating the printing, mailing and bulletin
submission processes. Suggested recruiting scripts are included in this manual along with
descriptions of the various leadership roles.
The final piece of the Leadership Team will be the Team Captains. This team will need to be
recruited during Week 1 of the program. The Team Captains will then recruit and lead the
Volunteer Advocates (1 Advocate per 20-30 Households) who will be the important link between
the effort and every household in the parish.

Writing the Local Case for Support and Letters is the next priority.
This can take several weeks and will require input from parish staff and the Finance Council.
Identifying the projected uses of the new revenues is essential as it is a question that is bound to
arise from parishioners, and a compelling case for support will help encourage parishioners to
increase their levels of support. Sample letters are provided and can be altered to whatever
specifications the parish desires. The brochure will have space for two pictures. It is recommended
that at least one of these photographs be of ministry or parish life. These pictures should be taken
prior to the summer.
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Segmenting the parishioner lists is the third priority.
This will take some time. Unfortunately, not all parish databases are created equal. For some
parishes, this will be a one-step process and for others it may take weeks of data entry. Getting
started early is the best way to ensure that the list is ready by the 4th week of the program, when it
will be needed for the request mailing. Your Program Director is ready to help with this process, by
guiding your staff through exporting the list and by handling the segmentation.
Careful segmentation of the lists to ensure appropriate request letters are mailed to all parishioners
is essential to a successful effort. Request letters will be segmented into five levels of givers:
1. Non-Donor (inactive)
2. $.01 -$7.99 regular giving
3. $8.00 - $14.99 regular giving
4. $15.00-$24.99 regular giving
5. $25 and above regular giving

Establishing an Electronic Giving program is the fourth priority.
This will take several weeks to set up and the Sharing Our Blessings Office is available to guide
your staff through the entire process, including researching local banks or providing estimates from
vendors.
The benefits of an electronic giving program are obvious: consistent giving over 52 weeks; a way
for a parishioner to increase his or her own giving without increasing the amount they give each
time; and an automated way for the parish to input donations directly into the database without data
entry.
Banks are the recommended option if the parish likes having a local branch to stop into when
needed and wants to go the most affordable route over the long run. Establishing an account with
one of their branches is required, but usually they offer free accounts. Athol Savings and Unibank
are the least expensive option of the banks researched thus far.
On-line vendors are the recommended option if ease-of-use is a high priority. Credit cards and bank
account withdrawals are handled on the same program. Parishioners control their own donations
on-line or they can call if they don’t have internet access. Vendors will deposit the funds directly
into the parish’s existing account.
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WHAT TO EXPECT – ACTIVE PROGRAM

Active Program:
Once recruitment, document production and list segmentation are complete, the process will in
some ways slow down. The Program Director will still be in regular contact, but will only be in the
parish on meeting days or on mailing days. The Pastor’s role will switch from an active recruiter to
a message deliverer and the Chair will take on more of a supervisory and cheerleader role. The
expectations of each position during the public portion of the timetable (September or October
onward) are outlined below:

Night Meetings:
The Pastor and Chair should expect to attend three volunteer meetings (typically at night) and
have a role in explaining the program to the volunteers. The meetings will last less than one hour.
The Pastor (or Associate / Deacon) will open and close the meetings with a prayer. The Pastor and
Chair will help answer questions from volunteers. The Chair will guide the conversation, help
explain the program to volunteers and lead the assignment process. The Program Director will help
explain the program and will conduct the training of volunteers.
The first meeting will be for Team Captains (8-12 parishioners) and will last less than one hour.
The second meeting will be for Advocates and Team Captains (1 volunteer for every 20-30
households) and will last approximately one hour. The third meeting will be a report meeting for
the Advocates and Team Captains and will last approximately 45 minutes. The Program Director
will provide all materials. The parish can provide refreshments if desired.

Weekly Bulletins:
The Program Secretary will be charged with submitting bulletin language to the Parish Secretary
every week throughout the program. The Program Secretary will have all ten weeks of
announcements prior to Week 1 and will be responsible for updating the statistics and seeking input
from the Pastor and Chair prior to submission.

Pulpit Announcements:
The Celebrant, Chair or Lectors will have announcements to make each week. All will be very
brief. The Program Secretary will be charged with submitting these announcements to the Parish
Secretary or Liturgist every week. The Program Secretary will have all ten weeks of
announcements prior to Week 1 and will be responsible for updating the statistics and seeking input
from the Pastor and Chair prior to submission.
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Preaching:
The Pastor and Chair will be asked to make one presentation each on behalf of the program.
The Pastor’s presentation will be in the form of a Homily dedicated to the principles of
Stewardship. The Chair’s presentation will be in the form of a Lay Witness to the act of increasing
financial support to the parish. Examples from the Pilot Phase are provided in this manual.

Commitments:
Commitment Weekend is the time for parishioners to make their intentions known. Commitment
Forms will be turned in early, but most will wait till this date. The process takes place during Mass
and will last approximately eight minutes. Ushers or volunteers will be needed to distribute and
collect Commitment Envelopes, and the Pastor will provide instructions from the pulpit on
completing the forms. Expect 35% – 45% of active parishioners to make decisions by this date.
Another 3%-5% will respond through the follow-up process.

Mailings:
There will be the equivalent of three mailings to the entire parish. The first will be an
announcement mailing; the second will be the request mailing; and the third will be follow-up
letters and thank you letters. Each letter will be personalized via the creation of mail merges
directly from the parish list.
Ideally, all letters, brochures and envelopes will be printed during the summer and set aside until the
actual mailing date. Volunteer folders, stuffers and stampers will be needed for all three mailings.
The parish should expect to budget $2.50 - $3.50 per household for postage and printing costs.
1. Mailing #1 is a letter from the Pastor announcing the Sharing Our Blessings. This mailing
includes a brochure that outlines the concept of stewardship giving explains how increasing
giving will help meet the needs of the parish.
2. Mailing #2 includes a letter asking parishioners to consider a specific gift increase, as
suggested by an enclosed gift plan card, and a commitment form (attached to the letter) on
which each household indicates their increased giving intentions
3. Mailing # 3 will be sent to all non-respondents following Commitment Weekend. A reply
envelope will be included in order to give parishioners a final opportunity to make their
commitment.
4. Thank you letters will be sent from the pastor to all participants.
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WHAT TO EXPECT – CONTINUATION EFFORTS

Post-Commitment Weekend:
Following a successful Commitment Weekend, there will be new information that a parish must
immediately begin to analyze and record. Additionally, certain steps should be taken to ensure
parishioners follow-through on their intentions to increase. A parish should also adopt a plan to
conduct annual renewals of commitments in order to keep giving levels up and capture new
commitments.

Data Entry:
Following Commitment Weekend, there will be much information available for the parish to update
on each parishioner. Email address, telephone, address and name changes will be provided to
the parish by parishioners. Parish staff and/or the Program Secretary should plan to spend several
hours inputting the new information into the parish census program.

Offertory Tracking:
The Tracking Phase of the program begins the weekend following Commitment Weekend. This
is the time where the actual results will be tallied and compared to the previous year’s collections.
It is anticipated that the actual percentage increased will be slightly different than the percentage
increase suggested on the Commitment Forms (either higher or lower). This is because some
parishioners will have made decisions to increase their giving without completing a Commitment
Form, and because the Commitment Forms will be averaged into weekly equivalents – whereas
parishioners may continue to give monthly, quarterly or even annually.

Weekly Bulletin Reports:
Following the conclusion of the program in the parish, regular offertory reports should be
provided in the bulletin. These reports should include the amount given since the last report and a
comparison to the previous year during that same timeframe. The reports should also include the
year-to-date percentage increase over last year at the same time. These need not be weekly reports,
though that is recommended, but the reports should be provided monthly at a minimum. This
process will help the parishioners to understand how they are doing in comparison to the
commitments they made. Parishes already providing weekly offertory totals in the bulletin should
simply add the comparison figures to their regular report.

Annual Financial Reports:
Most parishes provide annual reports in the fall. These should be expanded slightly to offer a report
on how the parish has done in comparison to previous years and in comparison the suggested
increases that were offered on the Commitment Forms.
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Redemption:
Because the intentions written on the Commitment Forms are not pledges or legally binding
documents, there is no method for ensuring parishioners honor their commitments and the Program
Office won’t be able to provide an accurate projection on what to expect. A parish’s Finance
Committee should apply a discount (7% - 15%) to the commitments being made in order to account
for natural attrition in the parish and unforeseen circumstances that will cause donors to reduce
contributions. Future annual reports will help the Finance Council determine a more appropriate
discount based on actual results.
Financial reports in the weekly bulletin and at year’s end are the recommended methods for
reminding parishioners of their commitments, and they are done parish-wide as opposed to
individual reminders.

Renewal:
Annual renewals of commitments should be instituted in order to reach new families and to offer
parishioners the opportunity to increase their giving if they are so inclined. The commitment
process encourages families to be a part of the budgeting process. After several years, the Renewals
will become a common practice and parishes will be able to apply the necessary discounts and
accurately budget for the coming year based on the commitments being offered. It is recommended
that Renewals take place in the fall in order to allow the parish to benefit from diocesan-wide
publicity.
The Renewal program will involve mailing Commitment Forms to all parishioners, several
weekends of announcements and a target date for receiving all Commitment Forms. A
Continuation Manual containing a guide for conducting Renewals will be provided to the parishes
upon completion of the Sharing Our Blessings program.
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF PROGRAM LEADERSHIP AND ADVOCATES
Pastor / Parochial Vicars
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Provide overall leadership for the Program.
Recruit General Chairperson and assist in the recruitment of Team Captains.
Review, revise, and approve materials to be mailed to all parishioners.
Attend and participate volunteer meetings and all events related to Sharing Our Blessings.
Make pulpit announcements and speak positively to parishioners regarding the message of
Sharing Our Blessings and its importance for the parish.

Program Chairperson
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Supervise and be responsible for the recruitment of Team Captains.
Attend and participate in all volunteer meetings
Present pulpit announcements where appropriate.
Supervise the activity of Team Captains and recruitment of Advocates.
Communicate regularly with Team Captains and Advocates to encourage progress and share
good news.
6. Make a personal commitment to Sharing Our Blessings.

Program Secretary
1.
2.
3.
4.

Assist with preparation and segmentation of parishioner list.
Coordinate printing, assembly and delivery of all mailings.
Track responses and prepare individual thank you letters for each participating household.
Ensure prompt and accurate announcement submissions according to prescribed timetable.

Team Captains
1. Attend the Team Captains orientation and assignment meeting.
2. Recruit Advocates and report results to Chair.
3. Prior to the Advocates orientation and assignment meeting, call Advocates to remind them
of the time and location of the meeting.
4. Attend Advocates orientation and assignment meeting.
5. Supervise and receive reports from Advocates making calls.
6. Attend Advocate Report Meeting and assist with follow-up assignment process.
7. Make a personal commitment to Sharing Our Blessings.
Program Advocates
1. Attend the Advocates orientation and assignment meeting to receive an Advocate Kit for
Sharing Our Blessings, and receive training on calling fellow parishioners.
2. Receive an assignment of 20 to 30 households to call.
3. Make personal contacts to encourage commitments.
4. Attend Advocate Report Meeting and report telephone call results.
5. Follow up with households who have not returned their commitment forms.
6. Make a personal commitment to Sharing Our Blessings.
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARISH STAFF
Parish Secretaries, Business Managers and/or Bookkeepers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Report weekend offertory totals to Program Director each Monday.
Generate parishioner list for mailings during planning phase.
Receive bulletin articles from Program Secretary and submit for publication weekly.
Assist Program Secretary with coordination of mailings.
Upon completion of effort, update parishioner census information with data generated by
commitment forms and phone calls.
6. Manage automatic payment process.
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SUGGESTED SCRIPT FOR RECRUITING LEADERSHIP AND TEAM CAPTAINS
Direct Contact:
1. Hello, [first name], this is Father/Monsignor ___________. [engage in social/personal
conversation]
2. I am calling to ask for your help with something very important. As you may know, (Parish)
is in the initial stages of Sharing Our Blessings, the Increased Offertory Initiative for the
parishes of the Diocese of Worcester. This is a project which seeks enhance each parish’s
ability to grow and remain vibrant.
3. I’m not overstating it when I say that the program offers us a tremendous opportunity to
make a positive change in our parishes for generations to come.
4. I want our parish to do well, and we certainly need the additional revenues, as I’m sure you
are aware. When I consider the impact this initiative can have, it’s clear that there’s much
at stake. That’s why it is so crucial that we do this right, and to do it right, we need the help
of our most influential parishioners; you’re one of them.
5. To ensure the program is properly planned and implemented, we are assembling leadership
team that will help me recruit parishioners to advocate on behalf of this project to every
family in the parish. The time commitment is relatively small  about three meetings over a
six week period, beginning __________. I truly think your participation and guidance in
this project are critical. May I count on you?
[Note: It is most effective to wait for a reply before continuing.].
 If the parishioner says “Yes”…
Great! It will be a pleasure to work with you. Our first meeting will be on ____________in
the ____________. At that time we will go over the plan and undergo training on how to
proceed.
 If the parishioner says “Maybe”…
Take some time to think and pray about it. Our first meeting is not until _______________.
I’ll check back with you in a few days. Thank you.
 If the parishioner says “No”…
Thank you for considering it. Can you think of others who may be helpful that I can ask?
Voice Mail Message – Keep it Brief (about one minute):
Hello, this message is for ____________. This is Father/Monsignor_____________ at (Parish).
I’m calling to ask for your help on an important project going on in the parish.
I’ll try you again on (Date and Time), but if you have a chance to call me before then, I can be
reached at _________________.
Thank you.
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